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Isn’t it nice when things just work?
This is a paper about doing planning differently.

It’s about rejecting the reductionism of a traditional creative brief and using
new tools to embrace complexity and nuance.

It’s about a planning model that allows strategic and creative decisions to be
made at the same time, in the same place; the integration of what we say and how
we say it in a single, continuous, fluid process – not a separated, linear, iterative
one.

It’s about discovering an authentic voice for a brand, not the desperate pursuit
of a consumer insight.

It sounds deadly dull, but don’t worry, it’s got lots of pictures and a few jokes.

To begin at the beginning
Honda has had steady success in the UK, growing every year for the last 20 years.
But that success had come despite Honda’s brand image, not because of it.

The most common reason for someone not buying a Honda was that it simply
didn’t occur to them.  

The second most common reason was that the brand doesn’t appeal.  
People bought Hondas despite the brand; for the entirely rational reason that

the cars are excellent.
Honda realised that this needed fixing.  It’s hard to buy a bad car these days;

so they needed people to want their cars for more than practical reasons.  And
they wanted society at large to feel good about Honda’s existence.

They gave us a brilliantly challenging brief:
● Create advertising which people notice.
● Create advertising which makes people think of Honda when they think about

buying a new car.
● Create advertising which makes the brand a business asset and makes Honda a

company society cares about.
● Launch three new cars.  
● Use the tag line ‘The Power of Dreams’.
● Oh, and by the way, create advertising which is so effective that they can

decrease their media spend every year and still get to 5% market share in three
years.
Blimey. 

We realised three things:
1. We had to make the Honda brand distinctive, different and socially relevant.

Not just another car company.  We had to create a long-term brand effect, not
just a short-term sales effect.
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2. We’d have to support a hugely diverse range of products.
3. We’d have to create genuinely breakthrough advertising – stuff that would

succeed amongst the car media clutter, with an audience that’s increasingly
unwilling to give up any of their spare attention.

The Power of What?
Our first instinct was to drop ‘The Power of Dreams’.  It sounded like the usual
car bollocks.  

Our second instinct was to focus on some simple, over-arching value, some
territory we could ‘own’ in the vast accumulation of car marketing pablum.  We
set about digging into Honda’s history and culture to find the inspirational
nugget.

We soon realised our instincts were rubbish.
There were no nuggets at Honda.  There was a goldmine.  We’d never

encountered a corporate culture like it: maverick, feisty, inventive, still behaving
as though their unpredictable engineering genius of a founder was stalking the
corridors looking for engines to tweak.  The Honda people were frustrated that
this fantastic culture never found its way into the advertising.  They really wanted
a positive engagement with society.

This led to our first significant strategic decision.
The ‘Power of Dreams’ was true.  It sprung directly out of their culture, not

from a series of global focus groups, and that kind of human truth about a
company was a powerful weapon.  Instead of dropping it, we should explain it.  Its
apparent vagueness was an opportunity -  we could fill it with real meaning.

So we wondered where to start?

Who’s the enemy?
We knew that if we were going to get the efficacy and breakthrough we needed,

we’d have to create advertising with an attitudinal edge, something tonally
distinctive.

Something which has stood us in good stead in the past has been thinking long
and hard about who or what was the brand’s conceptual enemy.  It doesn’t have
to be overtly in the work, but it helps us find that distinctive edge.  

Spending all that time delving into the restless energy of Honda culture, while
simultaneously sitting through reel after reel of car ads, pointed us to a
compelling enemy for Honda - the bewildering complacency of the contemporary
car industry.  

We expressed it on these two charts, and mulled it over for a while.
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It made sense.  Complacency was an interesting enemy.  The creatives were
excited about writing ads which were ‘anti-complacency’.  (So we let them get on
with it.)  But planning was troubled by the old problem/solution problem; the fact
that the problem is invariably more interesting than the solution.  And anyway, we
hated that trite little technique of describing a brand with a few key values.  They
were all true, but they only hinted at the depths of Honda culture.

So we re-framed it like this:

This was better.  Simple.  Refreshing.  And introducing some positivity into a
stagnant economy felt like a powerful idea.  

One of the creatives wrote a campaign with the theme line ‘Welcome To
Optimism’.  It didn’t work for a number of reasons, but it expressed exactly what
we wanted to say.  We felt we’d cracked the essence of the Honda attitude.

But it was bloody unsatisfying.
All this paring back, all this reductionism.  We’d come up with a great

conceptual headline, but it had no emotional detail.  We’d embraced best
marketing practice but it was killing all the possibilities; it was sucking the nuance
and subtlety out of the culture we’d seen at Honda.

And we knew if we were going to build a brand with scale and emotional depth,
we would need to embrace complexity.  

Keep it complex, stupid!
Simplicity is often a false god.
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We needed a brand that could cross boundaries of category, country and
audience - one with a broad emotional repertoire.  Brands that can do this are
complex (not complicated – complex).  They’re multi-dimensional, they can talk
about different things to different people in different ways and not be seen as
schizophrenic.  But we’d learned from experience with Nike that this is hard to
accomplish overnight; it normally stems from a long, shared history of creating
advertising.

The conventional branding/planning thinking tools narrowed everything
down too much.  Propositions.  Tone and manner statements.  Brand onions.
Brand wheels.  Values summed up in five words.  These are horribly unsubtle
weapons.  Ad people talk about how brands need to feel like people and then we
try and sum them up with a single PowerPoint slide.  

Given the breadth of the Honda offering and the depth of the brand, we
needed a tool which would let us go further and think about this kind of
emotional complexity.

You’re the voice.  Try and understand it, make a noise and make it clear.
‘Voice’ was an important idea in developing Honda advertising.  (And not just

because it allows us to use the lyrics of Australian mullet-rocker John Farnham as
a sub-head; surely an APG first.) 

‘Voice’ means more than tone and manner – it means the seamless integration
of what you say and how you say it, of strategy and execution.  

Most advertising models (and most briefing templates) separate what you say
and how you say it during the strategic process, leaving the creatives to re-
synthesize them while they make the ads.  The subtle moments that create great
communications and great brands normally come from the thousands of
decisions made during execution.  Planning seems to only have indirect ways of
engaging with this process – relying on personal influence and research debriefs.

This wouldn’t work on Honda.
Instead we wanted a way that strategic and creative people could collaborate on

strategic and executional decisions, before we got on with making the advertising.
We wanted to make decisions about fonts, colours and vocabulary part of the
upfront strategic conversation.  We wanted to create a visceral understanding of
the Honda ‘voice’ before we started making the work – as an inspiration, not a
strait-jacket.

It seemed the best way to create an appropriately wide range of
communications, develop a complex, multidimensional brand, and still get home
in time for tea.

Planning’s solution was ‘The Book of Dreams’.
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Creating a sense for ‘The Power of Dreams’ 
Research told us that existing Honda drivers were as in the dark as everyone else
about ‘The Power of Dreams’.  This wouldn’t do – our customers should be proud
transmitters of Honda values.  

So we suggested that our first task, our tool for simultaneous creative and
strategic exploration, should be a book designed to sit in the glove-box of every
new Honda and explain ‘The Power of Dreams’.

We didn’t expect this would actually ever happen (though it still might), it was
simply a thinking tool for exploring the Honda voice with maximum creative
flexibility and maximum strategic input.

We found quotes and images which expressed the Honda voice.  We scribbled
poems and doodles and thoughts which did the same.  We worked hard.  It was
real creative/strategic endeavour, not just playing.  Then we stuck it all on the wall
and worked out what felt like Honda and what didn’t.  We were very careful not
to narrow things down, not to try and create a singular style or tone – we wanted
a ton of different approaches which still all felt like Honda.

A week of thought and hair-tearing gave us what we needed: a ‘brand brief’
which outlined Honda’s voice; something which integrated what we say and how
we say it; the strategic/attitudinal back-bone for two years of creative work.

This is that book:

Fair enough, but what about the ads?
Getting to the ads was pretty straightforward once we’d done the book.  Not

easy, but straightforward.  We simply took some aspect of the Honda voice from
the book and cross-bred it with an observation about the category.

Thus the Jazz work grew directly out of the ‘Welcome To Optimism’ idea –
combined with the observation that driving is turning into an increasingly
aggressive and unpleasant task.  Since small cars are supposed to be about fun we
wondered what would be an optimistic take on modern driving and hit upon the
friendliness and ‘road-glow’ of the Jazz campaign.
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TV : Bus Lane/Jazz

OK, ‘Factory’ and ‘Perfume’ came straight from the book.  ‘Banana’ was a
creative progression of an idea about doodling.  

Civic grew out of observations about the imaginative openness that Honda has
in common with kids.

‘CR-V’ came from the spirit of adventure that some of the spreads uncovered.
The ad took that spirit and showed it was alive in every day urban driving.

Perhaps the most interesting example was ‘Cog’.
The tonal variety in the book suggested the quietness of the spot – up to that

point we’d been very loud, very verbal. 
Embracing complexity meant doing something different, not something

consistent.
This spread taught us there was power in Honda’s pride in their engineering.

Without it we’d have gone nowhere near ‘quality engineering’ since this territory
has been co-opted by the Germans.  This made us take on the challenge.

HONDA
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TV : Honda Play

The book’s overall humanity taught us that we had to talk about engineering
in a way which was felt, of the heart, not the head.  We came up with the phrase
‘warm engineering’ and brought it to life by talking about the feeling you get
when you hit the eject button on a high-quality, oil-dampened, top of the range
CD player.  

The rest was down to one of those moments of creative magic.
Hurrah!
In the two years we’ve been working with Honda, sales have consistently beaten

industry expectations and brand tracking has been incredibly satisfying.  In the
latest wave, consideration for Honda beat brands like Ford, VW, Renault and
Toyota.  Honda’s voice is now in the public domain, and they’re starting to mean
more than small, dull, reliable cars.
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Most of this was down to a fantastic client and agency team and some inspired
creative thinking.  But we believe the new ways we invented to integrate strategic
and creative thinking made a significant contribution.  We’re very proud.

Isn’t it nice when things just work?
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